Chirp-Zone Hub
The Chirp-Zone Hub
The heartbeat of the Chirp system
Each Hub casts a wireless zone measuring up to 5 metres radius,
which is constant communication with your Chirp-Zone Tags. If a
Tag is taken too far away from the Hub - or the signal between
them is blocked - then the Tag will alarm until it is returned to the
safe zone or deactivated using the Chirp-Zone Remote.

Basic Features and Setup
Setting up the Chirp-Zone Hub only takes a few minutes. There is
a single cable on the Hub which is the power cable. Simply plug
this in to the nearest 240v power supply and within a few seconds
the Hub is active.
The Hub has a small dial on its side which will adjust the range of
the Hub from 1m - 5m.

Adjuster Dial

Ceiling Mount

It also features a standard tripod mount thread on its base if you
wish to mount the Hub on the ceiling or wall.

Different Setups or scenarios
Protect a small space
In its basic form, the Chirp-Zone Hub can be used as a
stand-alone unit offering a protective zone of up to 5m in
radius. This radius can be adjusted from 1m - 5m simply
be adjusting the dial on the side of the unit.

A single hub used in a small store

This makes it not only ideal for a permanent installation
like a small store or kiosk, but for temporary solutions like
pop up stores, outside events, or markets.
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Chirp-Zone Hub (cont)
Protect a small part of a bigger space
Use Chirp-Zone to protect or contain products within a
certain space. If someone removes the product from the
range of the Hub, the Tag will alarm. Return it within
range and it will stop.
This is an ideal scenario for departments within a large
store, concession store, or stores within stores where the
parent store already operates an EAS security system.
A single hub in a department of a larger store

Protect a big space
To expand the system across more departments simply
add more Chirp-Zone Hubs. As long as the product is
within the range of one of the Hubs it will not alarm.
The Chirp-Zone system will support an unlimited number
of Hubs and Tags.
Multiple Hubs combined across an entire store

Run two systems side by side
The Chirp-Zone Hubs can be conﬁgured so that two
systems can be operated next to each other but on different
channels.
This means that if you take a product out of the range of
one channel it will alarm even if it is in range of another Hub.
This is ideal for multiple different companies operating in a
small space like a trade show or an emporium.

Individual Hubs protecting different Trade Show booths

Security without barriers
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